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Ernie Payne (left) donating his western Kentucky Cave files to the KSS.  

KSS member Preston Forsythe (right) accepting the cave files. 
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M e e t i n g  N o t i c e  
 
I invite all KSS members and friends to attend the October 24th 
Annual Members Meeting of the Kentucky Speleological Survey. 
This meeting will be of a slightly different format than is our 
typical business meeting with the largest portion of time being 
reserved for presentations.   I intend to keep the actual business 
portion to a minimum (30 minutes or less) to allow the maximum 
amount of time possible for the presentations.   

Our format will be somewhat loose with presentations ranging 
from 2 minute summations of projects to full blown Power Point 
presentations covering a variety of subjects from many 
individuals.  The county coordinators have been encouraged to 
use this opportunity to provide an annual report on their areas of 
responsibility and I would also like to encourage our member 
organizations to present summaries of their activities as well.   

Please mark your calendars and share with us an afternoon of 
presentations and discussions on the caves and karst of Kentucky.  

KSS Annual Members Meeting 

Sunday, October 24
th

, 2010 

1:00 PM – 5:00 PM 

KGS Well Sample and Core Library 

2500 Research Park Dr. 

Lexington, KY 40511 

Please refer to the map on the rear cover for directions. 

KSS President 

Darrell L. Adkins 
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Yahoo Groups 

If you have not yet joined the KSS group on Yahoo, please do. 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/KSSCaves/. Yahoo groups allow 
us to communicate meeting announcements and other business 
matters to the KSS membership. 
 

Tentative Meeting Agenda 
 
Presenter               Subject 
Darrell Adkins          Business meeting 
  
Kim Gentry, 
Darrell Adkins          KSS life member Certificates 
 
Eric Weaver             GPS usage 
 
Lee Florea,  
Chasity Stinson,       Recent geochemistry research in the karst 
Nick Lawhon           of Wayne County, Kentucky 
 
Darrell Adkins          McCreary County 
 
Preston Forsythe      WKSS 
 
Howard Kalnitz        Jackson, Lee, & Rockcastle 
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Database Committee report 
By Howard Kalnitz

 
In January of this year KSS officially decided to adopt a County 
Coordinator system to help update and manage the KSS 
database. Since that time we have had 16 coordinators sign up to 
manage the 74 counties (of the 120) that could possibly be 
karstic.  
 
We believe this system will work well for KSS. It puts a person 
in charge of a specific area, typically someone that has some 
experience in the area and can really start to update the infor-
mation that we already have and start to add more. By putting a 
caver in charge of the data, we hope to encourage more local 
cavers to get involved in sharing information, and making it 
more of a two-way relationship. 
 
Since January we have been making consistent progress. The 
first task was to go through the existing database, and clean it up, 
purging out double sets of information, and merging our 
computer data with the older paper 'Sperka' database, and giving 
each cave in a county a specific ID number. Once we get this 
work done, we are porting location data over to ArcGIS. 
Eventually we hope to merge all data into one database system. 
 
Since January 13 of the 74 counties have been upgraded and 
given ID numbers. Before the clean-up work started, we counted 
3920 individual cave locations in our database. After these 13 
county reports are added into the database the total number of 
independent cave locations has dropped to 3734, a net loss of 
184. In most cases this is due to the large numbers of double or 
triple reported cave locations. In Rockcastle County, Old Lady's 
Cave was independently recorded 4 separate times! Some 
counties without recorded caves picked up their first Location 
(Marion County with 1 cave!) others doubled in reported caves 
(Laurel County went from 1 to 2!). The largest loss was Rock-
castle County with a loss of over 100 caves! We can expect this 
to continue over time as our database is cleaned up. We will 
purge a lot of double and triple locations and the cave location 
count will go down. Then as we start adding in new locations and 
getting more data, this number will again start climbing, and be 
much more representative of true cave distribution. 
 

 
 

 
I would like to thank the following folks for stepping up and 
becoming County coordinators.  It is a thankless job while being 
constantly hassled by the Database committee. But this new 
system has set us on the path of a modern and accurate Kentucky 
Speleological Survey! 
 

Darrell Adkins  - McCreary 
Josh Brewer  - Simpson  
John Cassidy   - Estill, Madison 
Mike Crockett   - Bell, Harlan, Letcher, 

Pike, Whitley 
Jim Currens  - Anderson, Barren, 

Fayette, Jessamine, 
Mercer, Scott, Woodford 

Lee Florea  - Casey, Lincoln, Pulaski, 
Russell 

Preston Forsythe  - Butler, Caldwell, 
Christian, Crittenden, 
Livingston, Logan, 
Lyon, Muhlenberg, 
Ohio, Todd, Trigg 

Steve Gentry  - Breckenridge, Butler, 
Green, Hardin, Hart, 
Jefferson, Larue, 
Marion, Meade, Taylor 

Harry Goepel   - Clinton, Wayne 
Jim Greer   - Adair, Allen, Edmonson, 

Franklin, Grayson, 
Metcalfe, Monroe, 
Nelson, Oldham 

Hoton Hobbs   - Carter 
Howard Kalnitz   - Jackson, Lee, Rockcastle 
Pat Kambesis  - Warren 
Randy Paylor  - Bourbon, Elliot, Morgan, 

Nicholas, Wolfe 
Bob Yuellig   - Clark, Laurel, Menifee, 

Montgomery, Powell 
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Reports from the KSS County Coordinators

Clinton & Cumberland Counties 
County Coordinator - Ben Miller 

 
Recent work in Clinton and Cumberland Counties over the past 
two years has focused primarily on caves in Dale Hollow Lake 
State Resort Park and the immediate vicinity.  Work began at 
Dale Hollow in September 2008 by the Green River Grotto and 
the Hoffman Environmental Research Institute by cooperating 
with park management in identifying and documenting cave 
resources within the 3,400 acres of the park.  One cave, Cindy 
Cave, had been previously documented in the KSS database but 
had not been surveyed.  On the first trip to the park the park staff 
led cavers to 10 cave entrances to six caves.  Since that first trip 
an additional 50 caves have been documented in the park, 23 
caves have been surveyed and 19 maps have been drafted.  The 
park lies along the boundary between Cumberland and Clinton 
Counties, however the majority of the park is located in 
Cumberland County.  The longest surveyed cave to date is Cindy 
Cave with over 3,000 feet of surveyed passage; Barn Cave and 
Hole #8 Caves are the next longest caves with over 1,000 feet of 
survey in each.  The vast majority of the caves at Dale Hollow 
are short, less than 100 feet in length, however the densities of 
caves can be quite high.  The Ranger Loop area contains nearly 
half of the caves within the park, many of the entrances to the 
caves being within 50 feet of one another. Many of these small 
caves are pit-like features with a small sinkhole entrance and a 
45o slope dropping down to a passage 18-25 feet in height. The 
“sweet spots” of geology and elevation have been identified and 
utilized on many of the extensive ridge walks on parklands, 
which at times have yielded as many as 17 caves in a day. 
 
Recently work has been started on private caves outside the park 
and immediate vicinity.  Local cavers have helped in 
documenting several new privately owned caves in both Clinton 
and Cumberland Counties.  Many of these leads have been found 
near roads or have been known about locally for many years.  A 
large number of these caves are shallow through-trips, with an 
upper sinking stream entrance and a lower spring resurgence.  
Though the flow path between the entrances is rather short 
however the entrances to these cave in many cases are very 
scenic.  Surveys of the newly documented private caves were 
initiated in June 2010 with Glidwell Grotto in Cumberland 
County, currently with over 700 feet of nice walking passage 
surveyed and approximately 300 feet left to survey along with 
potential side passages.   
 
Digital work for Cumberland and Clinton Counties has largely 
been focused on the drafting of cave maps and maintaining a GIS 
database of caves and karst features for Dale Hollow State Park.  
The caves located in the Clinton County portion of the park have 
been added to the Excel spreadsheets of locations, adding over 
25 caves to the county.  Cumberland County caves will soon be 
added to the database as well, especially since receiving the 
scanned Sperka sheets for the county, thanks to Howard!   
 

Work continues in Dale Hollow Lake State Resort with ridge 
walking, survey efforts continuing on small caves and the survey 

of Hole #8 Cave.  Many caves remain to be found in the park but 
especially in the surrounding private lands.  If you like mapping 
small caves come down to Dale Hollow for a survey weekend or 
come ridge walk and help us find a few!   

McCreary County  
County Coordinator - Darrell Adkins 

 
There was not much activity in McCreary County this year.  Only 
one trip was made into the county to locate and confirm cave 
entrances.  On that trip we managed to find two of the cave on 
the KSS list, 74-0008 and 74-0012.  These caves currently have 
no know name or map. The two grandsons of the landowner also 
showed us two more caves in the area that were not on the list, 
bringing the total for the county to 21. 

 
 

Status at the beginning of the year 
 

Original number of caves compiled from KSS files:     12 
After inclusion of Sperka data:     19 
 

(Some caves shown with KSS ID Number only. For example:  74-0000) 

 

Eureka   Prop    Steele Hollow 
Dustbin   Bat    Beaver Creek 
Calvin Jones  74-0008   74-0009 
74-0010  74-0011   74-0012 
74-0013  Cooper Creek Sink Hill 
Indian   Indian Waterfall  Jones 
Tater 

 
Number of caves with multiple coordinates provided for entrance 
location:     3 

 
Eureka Cave Steele Hollow Cave Jones Cave 
 
Update information as of October 2010 

 
Number of caves:     21 
 

Cave with locations confirmed:     2 
74-0008  74-0012  
 
New Caves:     2 
74-0020  74-0021 

 
Simpson County  

County Coordinator - Josh Brewer  

Before I became involved with the KSS my work in Simpson 
County had already begun. For my first report as County 
Coordinator I’ve decided to include all my caving activities 
beginning in July 2008 up to September 2010. First, is the sum-
mary of overall caving activities followed by the progress of the 
resurvey of Hoy Cave.     
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Simpson County Caving Activities                                                      

Caving Actives & The Resurvey Survey of Hoy Cave 

(Also know as: Hoyt & Hays Indian Cave) 

July 8th 2008 was the first Hoy Cave Resurvey trip. Starting at 
the main entrance, Ben Miller, Jeremy Tallent and I surveyed 400 
feet of passage (More on Hoy Survey follows). 

July 12th 2008 Mark Tracy and I made a visit to the Historical 
Simpson County Jail & Museum. There we looked through all 
the “cave records” and found some articles pertaining to Hoy and 
other local caves. The ladies there also gave us a county map and 
added stars of known cave locations.  

On that same day Mark Tracy and I drove out all locations on the 
map and checked out any other structure that resembled karst. 
We saw five cave entrances, dozens of sinkholes and introduced 
ourselves to several landowners. 

September 2008 I visited the Center for Cave and Karst Studies 
(CCKS) library and found a folder with Simpson County cave 
information, including: names, lat/longs, and in some cases 
landowner information. 

In 2008 there were 9 Hoy Cave survey trips.  

February 2009 submitted a grant to WKU to build a karst exhibit 
at the Simpson County Jail & Museum, didn’t get it.      

June 2009 I led my first big group caving. Seventeen members of 
WKU ORACK (outdoor recreation club) entered Hoy. Sent two 
very thin guys down a hole I hadn’t pushed. It goes!!! And yes, 
everyone made it out.  

July 2009, after looking through all the new info I had gained 
from CCKS I found an entry for Lee Cave. Found it and did a 
short recon trip with some non-surveyors. 

Fall 2009 visited White Oak Cave with a local recreational caver.  

In 2009 there were 20 Hoy Cave survey trips. 

Flood 2010 visited the area to inspect the hydrologic conditions.  

In 2010 there have been 6 Hoy survey trips thus far.   

Resurvey of Hoy Cave 

In the Center for Cave and Karst Studies library I found two 
maps of Hoy Cave. The first was on an 8.5” x 11” sheet of paper, 
which had only the cave walls depicted. There was no scale, 
north arrow, line plot, date or name of the cartographer; and I 
really wasn’t sure if this had been surveyed at all or if it was just 
a sketch map. The second map, 11” x 17” sheet, was a much 
greater representation of the cave. It has the date of 1967, which 
matched the KY Long Cave List. It also shows ceiling and floor 
ledges along with floor detail. Although this map was a great 
improvement over the sketch map, I felt that the longest cave in 
Simpson County deserved a little more attention. I initially 
started the survey for my finial project for Cave Cartography 

taught by Pat Kambesis and Howard Kalnitz at 20 feet per inch. 
However, once that project was complete I changed to a more 
appropriate scale of 40 feet per inch. The 1967 survey ended with 
1.864 miles, which currently holds 76th longest in Kentucky.  

The Survey 

Sketchers listed by number of survey trips: 

Josh Brewer (JB) 32, Ben Miller (BM) 18, Steven O’Nan (SO) 3,  Jake Skees 
(JS) 3,  Jeremy Tallent (JT) 2, Pat Kambesis (PK) 1, Dan Nolfi (1) DN.  

Instruments/Tape listed by number of survey trips:  

Samantha Kramer (SK) 7, Mark Tracy (MT) 5, Chasity Stinson (CS) 3,  Annie 
Holt (AH) 2, Jordan Brewer (JAB) 2, John Bennifield (JWB) 1, Lee Ann Bledsoe 
(LB) 1, Celia Davis (CD) 1, Dustin Finley (DF) 1, Rick Fowler (RF) 1, Dan 
Kramer (DK) 1, Kriss Leftwich (KL) 1, Bob Lerch (BL) 1, Dan Nedvidek (DN) 
1, Jonathan Oglesby (JO) 1, Jason Polk (JP) 1, Chuck Porter (CP) 1, Michelle 
Porter (MP) 1, Jeremy Reedy (JR) 1, Ryan Stidham (RS) 1, Sean Vanderhoff (SV) 
1, Shawn Williams (SW) 1, Christine Yiannakos (CY) 1, and Nichole. 

The resurvey has pushed the cave length to 2.38 miles. 

Future Work in Simpson County 2010: 

Continue the Hoy Cave Survey. 

Compile and Review county data. 

Begin cave inventory for the county. 

Continue to work with the Simpson County Jail & Museum to 
establish a karst exhibit.  

Butler, Caldwell, Christian, Crittenden, Livingston, 
Logan, Lyon, Muhlenberg, Ohio, Todd, Trigg 

County Coordinator – Preston Forsythe 
 
With the help of Ronson Elrod, of Russellville and Western KY 
University, Shari and Preston Forsythe have started entering into 
Excel the almost 240 caves with 100 miles of survey from the 
eleven counties of western KY we have agreed to coordinate. 
Roger Sperka, and even Angelo George, had very little infor-
mation on western KY caves. That is good because the area was 
wide open to exploration, survey and documentation when we 
started surveying in the area in 1978. In our early days of caving 
in Muhlenberg and Caldwell Counties, starting in 1960, we did 
not know anything about surveying. At that time there was not a 
single grotto in Kentucky because we asked the NSS for advice 
on how to proceed. We will incorporate Dyas's numbering 
system into Excel giving priority to the Sperka and Paylor 
numbers. I am proud to say 99% of the Western KY Speleo-
logical Survey caves are indicated on the KSS 7.5 flat files. The 
WKSS caves are also well documented and published. The NSS 
Library has two copies of the 7 WKSS reports. Now we are on 
the way to putting this data into the digital age, but our paper 
files will never die. Logan County, the county with the most 
caves in western KY-over 31 miles of survey-is the first county 
we have tackled.   
  
Preston and Shari Forsythe with Ronson Elrod and additional 
assistance from Mike Dyas. 

 
Rockcastle and Jackson Counties 
County coordinator - Howard Kalnitz 
 

There has been much activity in Rockcastle and Jackson counties 
over the last 12-16 months. 
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Database: 

Jackson County initial database held 281 locations. After 
database review this number dropped to 148. This is due to many 
double and triple reported locations as well as multiple entrances 
of the same cave having different data records. 

Rockcastle County was similar. Originally having 401 locations, 
the more accurate number is 320, for almost 180 deletions. As 
mentioned before, one single small cave was reported 4 separate 
times. 

Much work is still needed on the Rockcastle County Databases. 
Many scanned in locations were tagged by locational names 
(such as Pine Hill 2, or Crooked Creek 5) that need to be 
associated with known cave names. This work goes on. 

New Work In these counties: 

New Cave Locations 

Many new caves were added to the database. A short list 
includes: 

• Spivey Cave 

• Deerlick Cave & Deerlick resurgence 

• Blue Eyes 

• Bobs Little Pit (AKA Fletchers Pit Complex) 

• Fletchers Buckett 

• Hurley Hollow Caves 1-3 

• Horselick Cemetery Cave 

• Howies Caverns 

• Howies False Caverns 

• Rainshelter 

• Grouse Pit 

New Survey Effort: 

Blue Eyes Cave (Jackson County) Report by Matt Keller 

Project coordinator - Matt Keller 

Bill Simpson set us up to talk to Fletcher Jones. Fletcher gave us 
exact directions down to the number of downed trees we would 
walk over. Fletcher had known about the cave since he was 
young and had hunted the area. Cave got its name from a 
misunderstanding of Fletcher.  He was saying Louise.  

First entered 7/27/08 by Tammy Otten, Howard Kalnitz, and 
Matt Keller. 6 survey trips and 2 scouting trips. Pit entrance 
needs vertical gear. To reach the farthest point you need to rig 4 
ropes and free climb other spots 

Fletcher had a hot meal waiting for us after each trip and packed 
a meal for us to take in once. He drove us to and from the cave 
most times. He even left his car for us to drive back in the snow. 

The deepest station is 132' but we have gone at least 30' below 
that unsurveyed. There have only been 15 people in the cave.  

There are many promising leads left to push. 

Surveyors: Matt K., Tammy O., Howard K., Pam D., Bob Y., 
Harry G., Chris B., Tim W., Pete S., Jamie D., Jerry D. 

Tourists: Pat Y., Tamma C., John C., Dan Z. 

 

Violation Hole (Rockcastle County)  - Tammy Otten 
Cartographer 

 Discovered early 2010. About 1000 feet surveyed.  

 Survey Continues 

Fletchers Bucket (Jackson County)  - Howard Kalnitz 
Cartographer 

We soon got to the new pit that Fletcher had shown Tammy and I 
two weeks before. Once again, without any hesitation, he had 
walked us right to an entrance. This was a similar tight pit to the 
Blue Eyes entrance that we originally estimated at 40 feet. Bob 
rigged it and I popped down. As soon as I got lower I knew this 
wasn’t going to be the exciting find that Blue Eyes was. The pit 
was warm and dry – no air at all. I got off the rope and 
suckered…uh…invited Bob to come down as well. The entrance 
room was a small pit with an unenterable crevice going off into 
the hillside, and a small passage headed towards the valley. Bob 
and I quickly scoped (scooped) it out – just a few feet to a 
breakdown plug in the floor, with a small passage. We dropped a 
tape and found out the pit was only 27 feet deep. I guess we are 
going back to the ISSUs – International Standard Streba Units, 
which are anywhere from 3 to 0.5 feet per ISSU. They were 
named after Jeff Streba who couldn’t estimate pit depth if he fell 
down it. Our excuse was Tammy and I couldn’t see the bottom. 
Tim came down right after Bob. Poor sucker, he came all the way 
from England, for all that glorious Kentucky caving he heard 
about and the best we could do was a blind 27 foot pit that was 
pretty much already filled up with Bob and I. We stretched the 
tape, and I sketched the pit quickly. - Kalnitz 

Fletchers Jones Pit and Canyon cave(Jackson County) - Bob 
Yuellig Cartographer 

Fletcher Jones Pit and Canyon Cave, located in Jackson County 
Kentucky, is situated in one of the drainages of the Horse Lick 
Creek watershed.  The cave entrance is at the contact of the 
Pennington formation and the upper member of the Newman 
limestone.  It has little formations to speak of and show no signs 
of being hibernacula for bats.  There are two entrances to the 
cave that connect through a karst window.  The sink entrance sits 
on the low side of the hill and descends steeply to an area of 
large breakdown boulders.  In this section the karst window is 
located and looks out over the pit about half way down its shaft.  
This was nicknamed “don’t touch anything” due to the 
precariously positioned block.  The pit entrance to the majority of 
the cave is just up from the sink.  A small but easy squeeze opens 
quickly to a nice fifty-foot rappel.  About mid-way down is a 
large bolder that is part of a hanging collapse.  DO NOT step or 
land on this, it’s a hanging pile of death!  At that level of the 
bolder you can look through the karst window to the other 
section of the cave and see the bottom of the sink entrance.  
Getting off rappel you can find cover along the opposite side of 
the pit.  From here you can climb down into the canyon and head 
of into the main section of the cave.  The cave is easy waking 
passage that splits a couple times.  These passages end in domes 
with the exception of a tight lead at the back of the cave.  There 
is also a small crawl that goes back towards the passage you just 
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came through.  You pop up in the passage out of a trench and it 
continues underneath a bit more but ends. 

Fletcher Jones Pit and Canyon Cave were named after Fletcher 
Jones, the landowner of the property that the cave lies on.  He 
was well known around Rockcastle and Jackson Counties in 
Kentucky especially for the music jamborees he held at his cabin.  
He gave us his time and his hospitality to show the cavers the 
things about his land including the caves mapped recently. - 
Robert C. Yuellig  

 

Wind Cave (Jackson County) - Bob Yuellig Cartographer 

Wind Cave located in Jackson County is well known in that area.  
Signatures from the mid 1800s can be found in the cave along 
with more recent graffiti.  The Cave is a major hibernacula for 
the endangered Indiana bat.  Wind Cave is listed to be gated by 
the state of Kentucky upon funding in the future. 

The survey was started in the late summer of 2009 and has 
continued through the summer of 2010.  It has a current length of 
over 2300 feet with 4 known entrances.  Many leads still remain 
with the main trunk still being surveyed.  Survey is expected to 
continue next year and beyond depending on new discoveries not 
known.  Map drafting will start in the fall of 2010.  Principle 
surveyors include Robert Yuellig, Pat Yuellig, Howard Kalnitz, 
Pam Duncan, Lacie Braly and members of the Greater Cincinnati 
Grotto. 

 The cave is situated in the Newman member of limestone at 
around 850 feet in elevation. Wind runs east to west and is 
expected to turn to the northwest. A chert layer can be found near 
the entrance and continues a few hundred feet into the cave. 
Further in a junction room has passages that run north and south 
and has a large area of paleo-fill. Going south you enter another 
room with three leads.  The middle lead is heading toward a 
crawl in entrance. 

Past a small maze section the water can be found cutting sharply 
down towards the valley of War Fork Creek.  This water lead will 
end up at base level of the creek.  Continuing from here more 
breakdown leads to room off to the left that contains a crawl to 
one more of the entrances.  Out of this room you find the water 
once again and where the survey stopped for this year. - Robert 
Yuellig 

 

Spivey Cave (Jackson County) 

 Survey Started 2008. 4000 feet survey. Howard Kalnitz 
Cartographer 

 Survey continues 

 

Busam Cave (Rockcastle County) 

 Resurvey Started winter 2010. 700 feet Survey. Howard 
Kalnitz Cartographer 

 Survey Continues 

 

421 Cave (Jackson County) - Howard Kalnitz Cartographer 

 Discovered Summer 2009 600 feet survey 

 Survey Continues 

 

Climax Cave (Rockcastle County)  - Tim Williams Cartographer. 

 Resurvey Started summer 2009 - Grotto Project.  

 Survey Continues 

Poison Ivy Pit (Jackson County) - Bob Yuellig Cartographer 

Poison Ivy Pit, located in Jackson County Kentucky, is situated 
along with Fletcher Jones Pit and Canyon Cave, in the same 
drainage off the Horse Lick Creek watershed.  The cave entrance 
is at the contact of the Pennington formation and the upper 
member of the Newman limestone, at about 1200’feet elevation.  
Howard Kalnitz and Sean Mullins found P. I. P. in early 2009 on 
a ridge-walking trip.  It was thought to be a way into the valley 
drainage after the first look by Robert Yuellig, Tammy Otten and 
Howard Kalnitz. It revealed a good flow of water down cutting to 
a lower passage.  A bolting trip afterwards by Howard Kalnitz to 
get to the lower passage showed promise with a lower lead going 
towards the valley.  The mapping of P.I.P. on 10/10/2009 by 
Howard Kalnitz, Mat Keller and Robert Yuellig found that all 
leads pinched out with the water continuing to the valley. The pit 
was mapped to a depth of 83 feet and a total of 47 linier feet 
surveyed.  No bats, significant cave life, or formations were 
noted in this cave. - Robert C. Yuellig  

 

Cornhole Entrance to Goochland - Matt Keller Cartographer (?) 

 Resurvey Started Fall 2009.  

Other Work 

Location work continues with several folks contributing time and 
effort. Jim Greer recently resurveyed Up and Down cave. 
Rumors of someone die tracing in eastern Jackson County.  

 

Bullitt, Jefferson, Meade, Breckinridge, Hardin, 
Hart, Green, Taylor and Marion Counties 
County Coordinator  – Steve Gentry 

Bullitt County: No activity 
Jefferson County: Received several locations from Jim Greer and 
Ken Bailey.  
Meade County: Received several locations from Jim Greer. 
Breckinridge County:  

Received several locations from Jim Greer.  
New cave located and logged near Rough River Lake. 
Cave needs survey, two entrances 1500 ft apart. 
 Chris' Cave survey notes scanned. Chris' Cave survey 
restarted - 50 ft of new survey. 
Big Bat Cave survey notes scanned. Jim Greer to add 
his survey notes to the file.  

Hardin County: Fort Knox Grotto mapping Turner Cave.  
Hart County: New cave located and logged. Owner wants map.  
Green County: No activity  
Taylor County: New cave located and logged - Site of lost coon 
dog. 
Marion County: No activity 
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Adair, Allen, Edmonson, Franklin, Grayson, 
Metcalfe, Monroe, Nelson, Oldham 

County Coordinator - Jim Greer 

Data is still being entered, and should have two or three counties 
submitted by the meeting.  A new cave in Grayson County was 
recently discovered and reported, bringing the number of 
reported caves for that county to 22 from the 10 originally listed 
on the Sperka list.  Most caves will need field checking to verify 
location with a GPS.  Anyone have a canoe or rowboat?  3 of my 
locations that need field checking appear to be in a cliff line 
along the shore of Nolin Lake about a 1000' feet from one of the 
public boat ramps.  It does not appear that there is any land 
access to those spots.  Winter pool would be a good time to 
look for these. 

Wayne County 

County Coordinator - Harry Goepel 

Triple-S - The re-survey of Triple-S is going strong. We are now 
surveying in the back of Triple-S. These big passages in the back 
of SSS, until this year, have not been visited since the late 1970's. 
The survey trips now are 12 hour long and include a mile 
crawl/stoop walk upstream. Current length is now 4 miles and 
growing. 

Popcoon Cave - The survey is complete and Beth Cortright is 
currently drafting a map. Total length is 1152 ft. 

Elmer Hurt - Completed the re-survey. We have seen old carbide 
stations in Elmer Hurt but we have no idea who the original 
surveyors were or who has the data. 

BCC - Completed the survey. New cave added to KSS 

Koger Cave - the re-survey of Koger cave has extended the cave 
and is still ongoing. The original Sperka survey ended at water-
crawl with a ear dip. The passages beyond the water-crawl will 
double the length of the original survey. 

Blowing Cave – Randy Paylor, Bill Walden, and Kevin Toepke 
connected the front and back sections of the cave by survey. The 
total surveyed cave length now stands at approximately 4.5 
miles. Randy expects to survey an additional 3 miles. 
Pat’s Cave – Pat Erisman and Paul Unger discovered a 
previously unknown cave at Redmond Creek. Bill Walden and 
Nick Lawhon completed the survey of this cave October 5, 2010. 
It is named Pat’s Cave in honor of Pat Erisman. 

The Lester Morrow Blow Hole Cave (LMBHC) – Survey of this 
cave is continuing. Recently Chasity Stinson and Bill Walden 
surveyed from the LMBHC to an adjacent cave and into to that 
cave which they named the LMBHC #2. 

  

Recent geochemistry research in the karst of Wayne County, Kentucky 
 

Dr. Lee Florea, Assistant Professor of Environmental Geoscience 

Nicholas Lawhon and Chasity Stinson 

Department of Geography and Geology, Western Kentucky University

Our current research is divided into projects within the Beaver 
and Otter Creek Watersheds in southern Wayne County. In 
particular, our primary field sites are the Redmond Creek karst 
aquifer near the border with Tennessee and the complex of caves 
on or surrounding Sulfur Mountain near the town of Monticello. 
At Redmond Creek our focus is upon the geochemical evolution 
of groundwater, and at Sulfur Mountain we are investigating the 
potential interaction between groundwater and petroleum. In this 
brief article, we will briefly outline the purpose and status of 
these projects. 

Redmond Creek 

Redmond Creek is a sinking stream within the karst of the 
Cumberland Plateau at the headwaters of the Otter Creek 
watershed. The sinkhole that contains Redmond Creek is often 
noted as Kentucky’s largest sinkhole. Quaternary alluvium 
blankets the floor of the sinkhole and mantles much of the 
underlying karst between Redmond Creek Cave to the south and 
Natural Bridge Caverns (NBC) at the downstream terminus of 
the sink. In fact, More than 43 known caves in this sinkhole 
convey waters from the surface through the ground to emerge at 
the spring for NBC, a historic source of drinking water for 
residents in the vicinity of Slickford.  

Our current project focuses upon the physical and chemical 
hydrology of rainwater falling on this aquifer, the water at 
Stream Cave near the headwaters of the aquifer, and the spring 

water at NBC. Specifically, Nick has started a water sampling 
protocol that will last into 2011 and culminate in a yearlong data 
set of basic chemistry, major ions, and stable isotopes of oxygen, 
hydrogen, and organic/inorganic carbon. Chasity, on the other 
hand, is obtaining a concurrent, higher-frequency dataset of 
water level and basic water chemistry that is specifically 
designed to understand the nature of flood events in this 
undeveloped aquifer. Collectively, the data we gather from 
Redmond Creek will help answer questions of residence time, 
seasonal cycles, and links to climate patterns in the karst of 
eastern Kentucky. 

Our preliminary data indicates an expected variability in specific 
conductance (SpC), dissolved oxygen (DO), pH, total alkalinity 
(Alk), temperature (T), and water level between Stream Cave and 
NBC. Specifically, data collected every fifteen minutes from a 
YSI piezometer (Level Scout) and datasonde (600 XLM) at 
Stream Cave and NBC demonstrate an expected drop in pH, 
SpC, and DO with a corresponding rise in T following storm 
events recorded on a Onset HOBO microstation. Supplemental 
data collected every two weeks at both sites using an YSI 556 
MPS and HACH Alk titrations clearly distinguish between the 
chemistry of Stream Cave and NBC. For example, during our 
summer measurements, average values of pH, SpC, and Alk are 
greater at the output, 7.8, 233 mS/cm, and 82 mg/L, compared to 
the input, 7.1, 50 mS/cm, and 13 mg/L. In contrast, average 
values of T and DO are lower at the output, 14.23 °C and 11.45 
mg/L, compared to the input, 16.0 °C and 9.45 
mg/L.
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Sulfur Mountain 

During the spring of 2009, regional cavers began a survey of 
Bowman’s Pit on Sulfur Mountain. The present survey includes 
more than a mile of passage spanning more than 250 vertical feet 
on three primary levels. Nearby, on Beaver Creek, natural seeps 
of petroleum and sulfide-rich brine are one of several indications 
of complex geochemical reactions in the shallow subsurface. 
Large tufa springs along Beaver and Otter Creeks as well as thick 
deposits of gypsum in Bowman’s Pit and other regional caves 
signify that groundwater interacts with sources of sulfide and/or 
sulfate. Traditionally, the source for the sulfur in the gypsum 
deposits of Kentucky has alternatively been attributed to 
oxidation and leaching of pyrite in overlying siliciclastics or the 
oxidation of pyrite within the host limestone. However, 
petroleum brines may contribute sulfur where they interact with 
shallow groundwater. 

  

Regardless of the source, sulfur redox in groundwater has a 
known impact upon secondary porosity and permeability in 
carbonates (such as the classic examples of Carlsbad and 
Lechuguilla), yet this process has limited documentation and 
study in Kentucky and the eastern U.S. The evolution of 
secondary porosity and permeability is vital in the understanding 
the migration of petroleum in reservoir rocks. Our study area was 
one the first petroleum ventures in the nation and maintains 
modest production. Certainly, a further understanding of 
secondary porosity and permeability may help identify additional 
reserves. 

Measurements of the stable isotopes of sulfur in the gypsum of 
the caves, the pyrite of the host rock and the overlying 
siliciclasitcs, the surface and ground waters in springs and 
streams, and the petroleum seeps is our principle tool for 
fingerprinting the source of the sulfur in the gypsum. The 
standard method of reporting used to report the isotopic ratio is 
given by: 

δ
34

S =

34 S 32 S (sample) −
34 S 32 S (standard)

34 S 32 S (standard)
 

where the delta values are reported as per mil (‰) compared to 
the Cañon Diablo Troilite (CDT) standard. 

If oxidation of pyrite were the implicated mechanism then we 
would expect to find δ

34S values in the range of -15 to -20‰. 
This would contrast to the values that we would expect from 
direct reaction with in-situ evaporate deposits that would be 
enriched in the heavier isotope, as high as +20‰. Alternatively, 
if the gypsum were the product of H2S produced by bacterially-
mediated redox reaction between sulfate and hydrocarbons, 
depletion of the heavier isotope would be expected with values 
that would depend upon the isotopic signature of the original 
sulfate source.  

Our preliminary data do not yet identify a specific source. δ34S 
values in dissolved SO4 from water samples at petroleum seeps 
range between +17 and +24‰. In contrast, δ

34S values in 
dissolved H2S from those same samples range between -13 and 
+6‰. These depleted values are in indication of microbial-
mediated fractionation. Interestingly, δ

34S values from SO4 in 
gypsum from the caves range between 0.0 and +11‰. While 
these results at face value support the possibility that microbial-
derived H2S may play some role, it is very important to note that 
other possibilities, such as pyrite, have not been tested. The next 
phase of this investigation will target these alternate hypotheses. 

 

Minutes of the Kentucky Speleological Survey 

July 25, 2010 Meeting

Meeting held at American Cave Conservation Association, 119 
East Main St., Horse Cave, KY 42749 

Officers & Board Members Present:  Darrell Adkins, 
President;  Howard Kalnitz, Vice-President; Kim Gentry, 
Secretary; John Cassidy, Treasurer; Don Conover, Membership at 
Large Representative; Jim Greer, Membership at Large 
Representative.   

Organizational Representatives Present:  Howard Kalnitz, 
Greater Cincinnati Grotto; Jim Currens, Kentucky Geological 
Survey; Preston Forsythe, Western Kentucky Speleological 
Survey; Steve Gentry, Louisville Grotto; Randy Paylor, 
Bluegrass Grotto.  Absent:   Jim Perkins, Dayton Underground 
Grotto; Jonathan Lewis, ESSO Grotto; Peggy Nims, Hart of 
Kentucky Grotto. 
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KSS Members and Cavers in Attendance:  Shari Forsythe, Lee 
Florea, Bill Walden, Amber Yuelling, Ronson Elrod.   

Welcome and Introductions/ President’s Report (Adkins):  
The meeting was called to order 1:10 pm with a welcome and 
introduction/roll call of officers, board members, and grotto 
representatives present.  It was noted that the KSS Website was 
down but that we have a new server at justhost.com. 

 Secretary’s Report (Gentry):  Minutes from the 4/25/10 
meeting were not read, copies were available at this meeting, and 
had also been posted on the KSS web site as well as through the 
KSS Yahoo Group.  Steve Gentry made a motion to approve the 
4/25/10 minutes.  Jim Greer seconded the motion.  The motion 
was carried.   

Treasurer’s Report (Cassidy): Organizational Dues of $75 and 
a donation of $50 from Greater Cincinnati Grotto were received 
in the second quarter.  We started the quarter at $2932.41 and 
ended it at $3057.41. The current balance is $2986.61. 

Data Access Committee Report (Currens):  A total of 7 
(seven) data requests have been received.  The committee needs 
to review before leaving meeting site today.  Requests from 
Historical Association and Echotech Consultants are included.  
Lee Florea made a motion that the committee review and decide 
and report back at next meeting.  Randy Paylor seconded.  The 
motion was carried.    

Data Administration Committee (Library) Report 
(Currens):  The items in the library are current.  There was 
discussion of organizing library, it was determined that due to 
small amount of materials in library, this is not necessary.  There 
was discussion of scanning publications in the future.  Lee Florea 
mentioned that the University of Southern Florida has server 
space for karst publications if needed in the future.     

Membership Committee (Cassidy):  Need to have KSS 
PowerPoint presentation updated and available for distribution.  
There was discussion of enlisting college students to help with 
database work in exchange for free or reduced membership. 
Committee will submit a proposal for next meeting. 

Data Administration Committee (Database) Report 
(Kalnitz):  The morning database session today was productive.  
The County Coordinator list has been updated.  There was 
discussion about adding GIS shape file to the data to respond to 
data requests more efficiently.  Things are progressing, and ready 
to move to the next step in the database process.   

 Web Site Review Report (Gentry):  A list was compiled of 
several items needing updates on the current Website.  Darrell 
Adkins is going to ask Eric Weaver if he is interested in taking 
over Webmaster duties from Kevin Toepke and follow-up with 
Kevin.  Jim Currens reminded the group that he has a contact that 
does professional web sites for a fee.     

 Annual Publication Report (Paylor):  It will be ready by the 
October meeting.  More content is needed.  Send content to 
Randy Paylor if you have anything you would like included in 
the next annual publication.     

 KSS Newsletter Report (Walden):  A printed newsletter will 
be ready by the October meeting.  More content is needed, 
specifically cave survey articles and photos.  Send content to Bill 

Walden by 9/24/10 if you have anything you would included in 
the next KSS Newsletter.     

 Annual Members Meeting Report (Adkins):  There was 
discussion on meeting location in Lexington, it possibly will not 
be held at Core Library.  Jim Currens will check on Core Library 
availability and report back.  Darrell Adkins is working on 
rounding up speakers and presentations.  He would like a brief 
update from each County Coordinator at the October meeting.   

 County Coordinators Report (Kalnitz):  90% of Karst 
Counties have Coordinators.  This system seems to be working 
well.  There are a few bugs to iron out.     

Old Business 

New Membership Packet (Gentry):  A new member sample 
packet was passed around for input that contained a membership 
card, KSS brochure, copies of last meeting meetings, copies of 
the KSS bylaws and a copy of the last KSS newsletter.  The KSS 
brochures are needed to place in the packets.  The consensus was 
to use the membership cards and information included in the 
sample packet for new members in place by the October 
meeting.  Kim Gentry will obtain the brochures at the next work 
session and get packets to John Cassidy to give to new 
members.     

 Pay Pal Account (Gentry):  A Pay Pal account could be used to 
collect dues and donations, and possibly in the future for data 
request charges.  There is no fee unless the KSS receives 
payment.   Rates are discounted for registered charities with 501 
(c)(3) status.  If your monthly payments are $0 to $100,00, there 
is a 2.2% plus 30 cents per transaction.  The Website can be 
updated with a link to pay dues or to make a donation.  The 
account can be set up for multiple users (Treasurer, President).  
There was discussion among the group and it was decided that 
there are no disadvantages to having a Pay Pal account.  Howard 
Kalnitz made the motion to open up a Pay Pal account for dues 
payments and donations.  John Cassidy seconded the motion.  
The motion was carried.   

Future work sessions (Adkins):  8/22/10-1 pm to 5 pm in 
Mining & Minerals Building at University of Kentucky.  The 
next meeting will tentatively be Sunday 12/5/10-1 pm to 5 pm in 
Mining & Minerals Building at University of Kentucky.  County 
Coordinators bring computers/flash drives/scanner. 

Future Board meetings (Adkins):  10/24/10-tentative in Core 
Library at University of Kentucky.  Jim Currens will check 
availability.  01/23/11-Bill Walden will check into venues in 
Somerset.   There was discussion on cutting back to 3 business 
meetings per year; it was decided to remain at 4 meetings per 
year until more progress has been made with the database work.    

Fireproof safe (Adkins):  There was discussion of backing up 
hard drive and cd’s to place in fireproof safe, as well as backing 
up on flash drives.  The consensus was that at least one fireproof 
data safe is needed for hard drive and cd backups.  Jim Currens 
requested to spend up to $100 for an appropriate safe.  Bill 
Walden made a motion to accept Jim’s request.  Preston Forsythe 
seconded.  The motion carried.     

Business Cards for County Coordinators (Kalnitz):    No 
activity since the last meeting, tabled at this time.  
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Tech Soup (Kalnitz):  Donations of software or reduced in price 
for non-profit organizations.  As an example, Arch GIS software 
is $175 vs. $2,000.  Visit www.techsoup.com and check out what 
is offered.  If you can make a case that some software will 
benefit KSS, bring to the board to discuss the purchase.   

New Business (Adkins):  Darrell would like one spokesperson 
for each standing and adhoc committee when the committee has 
more than one person that he can go to for the most recent 
updates and activity.  The group reviewed the committee 
members and the spokespersons are as follows:  Data Access-Jim 
Currens, Data Administration-Jim Currens, Membership-Kim 
Gentry, Database-Howard Kalntiz, Web Site Review-Randy 
Paylor, Annual Publication-Randy Paylor, Newsletter-Bill 
Walden, Annual Meeting-Darrell Adkins, County Coordinators-
Howard Kalnitz 

 Darrell created a file that lists peoples names and functions they 
are responsible for, in order for him to be able to quickly 
determine who he needs to communicate with.  He uploaded the 
file to the Yahoo Group if anyone else would like to use the file.   

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/KSSCaves/files/KSS volunteer 
matrix.xls 

Open Discussion (Group):  White Nose Syndrome-Lee Florea 
gave an overview of the response by the NSS to the Center for 
Biological Diversity.  There are many rumors out there.  Re-
searchers not able to divulge research information just yet and 
that is discouraging for cavers who want answers now.  There 
was discussion of WNS arriving in Kentucky and possibility of 
needing to document that information in the database.   

Cave & Research-Lee Florea and Bill Walden are working with 
some of Lee’s college students.  Bill Walden reported that two 
sections in Blowing Cave in Wayne County that have been 
known to connect for years, have finally been tied together 
through survey.  

 

 

 

Karst related conventions & meetings-NSS convention coming 
up, first week in August.  Several KSS members are attending 
Kentucky Geological Survey donated various state topo maps to 
KSS, the KSS will be selling these at Convention, 5 for $1.00.    
There was discussion about keeping the KSS Website updated 
with karst events (Field Studies, etc).  There was also discussion 
of possibly sponsoring an annual or co-hosting a karst session in 
the next few years.   

 Adjournment:  Steve Gentry motioned that the meeting be 
adjourned.  Jim Greer seconded it.  The motion carried.  The 
meeting was adjourned at 4:18 pm. 

 Respectfully Submitted,  Kim Gentry, Secretary 

 
Abstracts: 
 
Best Practices for GPS Collection of Cave Locations (15 

minute presentation) – Eric Weaver 
While not as accurate as a differential GPS (DGPS), commercial 
GPS receivers (GPSRs) are capable of producing adequate levels 
of accuracy with minimal user effort at a fraction of the cost of a 
DGPS. Many of the current commercial GPSrs are capable of 
providing levels of accuracy in the range of 1-3 meters within 
North America, even in dense vegetation. Often inaccurate GPS 
readings can be attributed to user error, recording data 
incorrectly, and not utilizing the full capacity of the GPSr. The 
results of these blunders, errors, and bad data recording methods 
are sometimes rather obvious (errors of many miles) while others 
are small enough to be misleading (<30 meters).  By maintaining 
good practices this should never occur and the results will be 
more than adequate for the purposes of a statewide cave survey. 
 
Pine Mountain Region – Mike Crockett 
Some information is included about Gap Cave and Grassy Spring 
Cave both of which have entrances in Virginia but extend into 
Kentucky. This presentation will conclude with a discussion of 
the existing data (not much), plans to add new data, then field 
verification and a survey project planned for this winter. 
 

 

July 2010 KSS Meeting Group left and Work Session Group right – Photos by Preston Forsythe 
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Hoy Cave Main Entrance 

 

 

 

Main Entrance in Flood 

 

 

 

Pig Entrance in Flood 

 

 

 

Pig Entrance 
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Kentucky Geological Survey Core Library 

 

K S S  A n n u a l  M e m b e r s  M e e t i n g  

Sunday, October 24
th

, 2010 

1:00 PM – 5:00 PM 

KGS Well Sample and Core Library 

2500 Research Park Dr. 

Lexington, KY 40511 

Members and KSS friends are welcome 

 

Directions:   

If you are traveling north on I-75 exit at KY route 922. Turn right (north bound) and continue to KY route 1973 (Iron Works Pike). 
Turn left on to Route 1973. Turn left on to Research Park Dr. 

If you are traveling south on I-75 exit at KY route 1973(Iron Works Pike). Just past the Horse Park entrance turn right on to Research 
Park Dr. 

 

The core library is toward the rear of Research Park. See photo insert on the map above. 

 

 


